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Charles Spence* and Betina Piqueras-FiszmanAbstract
In this article, we highlight some of the various ways in which digital technologies may increasingly come to
influence, and possibly even transform, our fine dining experiences (not to mention our everyday interactions with
food and drink) in the years to come. We distinguish between several uses of technology in this regard: For
example, to enhance the taste/flavour of food; to provide entertainment and/or to deliver more memorable
experiences around food and drink; not to mention helping those who want to eat more healthily. We outline the
different routes by which digital technology may arrive at the table (and in some cases already has): on the one
hand, technology may be provided by the restaurants or bars for their diners’/patrons’ benefit; on the other, it may
be brought to the table by the diners themselves (most likely via their own handheld portable electronic devices).
While many of the former technological innovations will no doubt first make their appearance at the tables of
cutting edge high-end restaurants, the most successful of them will likely be appearing at the home dining table
within a couple of years. Like it or not, then, digital technologies will constitute an increasingly common feature of
the dining table of the future.
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Introduction
The primary question to be addressed in this review is
how a variety of emerging (not to mention, rapidly-
developing) digital technologies [1] will increasingly come
to be integrated into, and hence change (hopefully for the
better), our dining experiences in the years to come. Ini-
tially, it seems probable that some of us (the lucky few)
will initially experience this merging of, or interaction be-
tween, technology and cuisine while dining out at one of
the increasing popular restaurants serving molecular (or
modernist) cuisine (for example, [2,3]). Sometime there-
after, and this transition will likely take a couple of years,
we will increasingly start to find some of the same tech-
nologies while sitting around the table with friends and
family, who themselves may either be physically present,
or else perhaps might just be ‘virtually’ there (for example,
see the fascinating, albeit futuristic, work on ‘the telematic
dinner party’; [4,5]). While the tremendous growth of (not
to mention surge of interest in) modernist cooking in re-
cent years has relied, at least in part, on the development
and utilization of new technologies in the kitchen [6,7], we* Correspondence: charles.spence@psy.ox.ac.uk
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distribution, and reproduction in any mediumbelieve that there is tremendous scope here to
revolutionize our eating and drinking experiences/behav-
iours through the intelligent marriage of food and drink
with the latest in digital technology.
Now, while one sees a number of such developments
emerging from restaurants (and often reads about them
in press releases and news stories), it is worth bearing in
mind that various technologies have already made their
way, more or less unannounced, into many of our every-
day restaurants. One sees, for example, the increasing
use of technology at the dining table: Think only of the
waiters whose orders are nowadays transmitted electron-
ically to the kitchen direct from the tableside (rather
than relying on the traditional paper-and-pencil notepad
or, worse still, the waiter’s memory). However, over-and-
above restaurants starting to provide digital technology
at the table, it is important to note that many diners are
themselves increasingly using their own portable elec-
tronic technologies while dining. This can be anything
from the diners distractedly fiddling with their Black-
Berry during the meal through to the increasingly com-
mon trend for diners to document their meal at a fancy
restaurant by using the self-same devices to photograph
the dishes and then blog/tweet about the experience
(even at the very same time as they are eating; [8,9]).aBioMed Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use,
, provided the original work is properly cited.
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While digital technologies may initially assist the waiter
to transfer the diner’s order straight to the kitchen, it
may not be all that long before there is no longer any
need for a waiter in the first place. At least not if Inamo,
a recently-opened restaurant [10] is anything to go by.
The diners in this futuristic London venue place their
orders from an illustrated food and drinks menu that is
projected directly onto their table (see also [11], and see
[12] for a low-tech version of a similar idea related to
using the table-top as a source of information).b
From the diner’s side, there certainly ought to be options
here to use the increasingly ubiquitous handheld tech-
nologies at meal-times (think BlackBerries, tablet com-
puters, and so on; [1,13]). It can’t be long now before
diners start to use their portable electronic devices in
order to help them navigate through menus and make
better-informed food choices [14]. Such technologies (‘the
SatNav of food choice and menu selection’ if you will)
might, for example, be used to help the diner spot any bar-
gains on the wine list, or else perhaps to translate menu
items while dining abroad, or else to provide helpful infor-
mation about any of the obscure ingredients that might
appear on their menu. Indeed, we might all need such
technological assistance, once more and more restaurants
dispense with the need for the waiter to visit your table
prior to your ordering! In fact, given all of the information
that is now at our disposal over the web, one might ask
whether it is not somewhat strange that we mostly still
leave the decision about what to order from the menu
until we actually arrive at the restaurant itself (a time that
most of us would surely rather spend chatting with our
dining companions or else savouring an aperitif )?
Talking of technology on the dinner table, a number of
experimental kitchens, and even a few restaurants, have
recently started to experiment with the possibilities asso-
ciated with projecting images directly onto the food sit-
ting on the dinner table. For example, at El Celler de
can Roca in Spain (see [15]), a variety of projections over
the food dishes give the impression of bringing the food
very much to life. One projection, in particular, makes
the dish look like the surface of an egg that dramatically
cracks open, to reveal the food within/underneath.
Another kind of entertainment that is now being offered
by restaurants and bars through technology is achieved by
incorporating new socializing interactive technologies in
their counters, table-tops, or even in the walls themselves
(for example, see i-Bar or i-Wall; [16]) that produces
sounds or lights up as the diner touches them.
Transforming the experience of eating/food by means of
technology at the table
‘The sound of the sea seafood’ dish (which has been the
signature dish served on the tasting menu at HestonBlumenthal’s, The Fat Duck restaurant in Bray [17] for a
number of years now) provides an excellent example
with which to highlight the way in which digital tech-
nologies can be used to deliver a genuinely different kind
of multisensory dining experience [18,19]. The waiter ar-
rives at the table holding a plate of seafood that looks
very much like the seashore in one hand, and, in the
other, a seashell out of which dangles a pair of iPod
earphones (see Figure 1). The waiter instructs the diner
to insert the earphones before starting to eat, whereupon
they hear the sound of the sea: the waves crashing gently
on the beach together with a few seagulls flying around
overhead.
In the case of ‘The sound of the sea’ dish, the technology
(nothing more than a miniature iPod) completely trans-
forms the dining experience, both by enhancing the taste/
flavour of the food itself (see [19], for evidence on this
score)c, and by getting the diner to pay more attention to
the gustatory (and auditory) experience itself. Indeed,
some diners have been known to find the multisensory ex-
perience so powerful that they have broken into tears
when confronted by this dish (for example, see [20]).
When the first author dined at Blumenthal’s flagship res-
taurant recently, it was striking how nearby tables of erst-
while talkative diners were suddenly silenced once they
had put their earphones in. It is undoubtedly the case that
diners are likely to take more notice of the flavours/tex-
tures at play in a dish if their attention is squarely focused
on it, rather than, say, on the latest gossip being conveyed
by one’s dining companions [21]. In part, the idea here is
that diners should come away from ‘The sound of the sea’
dish thinking rather more carefully about the multisensory
dining experience, and the role that sound plays in the ex-
perience of what it is that one is eating and drinking. As
Blumenthal himself puts it: ‘Sound is one of the ingredi-
ents that the chef has at his/her disposal’.
Much of the current excitement, then, around the
merging of digital technology with food at the dining
table lies precisely in the fact that it holds the potential
to radically change our experience of dining, and to do
so in a manner that many diners genuinely seem to ap-
preciate. This will likely happen first at the tables of the
Michelin-starred molecular gastronomy restaurants
(such as The Fat Duck in Bray).d However, we predict
that within a couple of years, a number of the more suc-
cessful of these technological innovations will likely start
appearing at the home dining table.
Augmented reality (AR) food: a case of technology for
technology’s sake?
In recent years, the proceedings of many an inter-
national conference on human-computer interaction
(HCI; such as Siggraph, Ubiquitous Computing, and so
on) have increasingly started to include contributions
Figure 1 ‘The sound of the sea’ seafood dish (the signature dish served on the tasting menu at Heston Blumenthal’s, The Fat Duck restaurant)
provides an excellent example with which to highlight the way in which digital technologies can enhance the multisensory dining experience.
The experience of eating seafood can be enhanced by listening to the waves crashing gently in the beach, with the seagulls flying overhead.
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variety of food-related augmented reality (AR) applica-
tions. Computer-mediated human-food interactions are
certainly attracting growing research interest from the
HCI community [14,22,23].
A few years ago now, Hashimoto and colleagues
[24,25], also working out of Japan, developed a straw-
like user interface. This AR device could be used to re-
create the sounds and feeling (or vibrations) that one
would normally expect to be associated with sucking a
particular liquidized (or mashed) food up through a
straw. To operate, the user simply places the straw-like
device over a mat showing the food that one would like
to try and then sucks on the straw. The audio-tactile ex-
perience delivered by this technology is surprisingly real-
istic/immersive; this despite the fact that no actual food
passes the user’s lips. Such technologies often enable
their users to experience food in a completely different
way: they can also help to bring out the playful elements
in our interaction with food [26].e
For example, some researchers are currently working
on technologies that will enable their users to listen to a
variety of different sounds whenever they happen to
close their jaw while eating (Figure 2) [27]. This technol-
ogy, known as the ‘Mouth Jockey’, incorporates a light
sensor to detect the user’s jaw movements and then
plays back a specific pre-recorded sound. So, for ex-
ample, the sound of someone screaming could theoretic-
ally be presented while the user of the Mouth Jockey
was munching on a mouthful of Jelly Babies, say. Alter-
natively, however, a microphone taped to the user’s
jawbone can also be used to amplify the user’s own self-
produced biting sounds instead (as in the preceding
example). As yet, though, it is hard to see any practicalapplication for this technology other than simply its en-
tertainment value. Another related example is the
EverCrisp App., developed by Kayac Inc., Japan (but, as
yet, sadly not licensed by Apple) (Figure 3). The idea
here was to develop an App. for mobile devices that
would enhance the crunch of noisy (for example, dry)
food products simply by changing the sound that people
heard as they bit into a particular food (see [21,28], for
the background).f
Many other research groups (predominantly, it would
seem, those working out of Asia) are currently develop-
ing a veritable assortment of AR and virtual reality (VR)
applications that will soon enable their users to change
the apparent colour, texture, and even the size of the
food that they are eating (Figure 4) [29-31]. While
such technological innovations undoubtedly help to
highlight just what is possible through the marriage
of technology with food, it would not seem too unfair
to suggest that many of those working in the HCI/
Ubiquitous Computing arena focus a little too much
of their energy on showcasing what the technology
can deliver without necessarily spending enough of
their time thinking about the practicalities associated
with implementing the technology, no matter whether
it be in the context of the high-end restaurant or
home-dining setting.
Using QR codes to change our interaction with food
Another potentially interesting technology when it
comes to the experience of food results from embedding
QR (quick response) tags in/on food itself [18,32,33], for
example, QR Code Cookies (Qkies; [34-36]). Once a
food item (for example, a cookie) incorporates such a
tag, a person can then use his/her mobile device to scan
Figure 2 The playful ‘Mouth Jockey’ detects the user’s jaw movements and then plays back a specific pre-recorded sound
(Koizumi et al. (2011)).
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signer/chef had in mind. Elsewhere, Naruni and col-
leagues [37] have used a similar tagging approach in
order to develop a multisensory display that, according
to the developers at least, could change the perceived
flavour of food by means of visual and olfactory AR. The
device recognizes the digital tag, and then changes theFigure 3 The EverCrisp App., developed by Kayac Inc., Japan, can enh
that people hear as they bite into a particular food.visual appearance of the food, and, at the same time,
adds the appropriate aroma, to the food.
Fostering healthy eating through the incorporation of
technology at the table
Over and above any potential use of digital technology
to enhance the experience of food and drink, or toance the crunch of noisy food products by changing the sound
Figure 4 AR and VR developments that enable their users to change the apparent colour, texture, and even the size of the food that
they are eating [30].
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searchers have now started to turn their attention to the
question of whether digital technologies can be used to
help people control/modify their eating behaviours.
There can be no doubt but that the worldwide obesity
crisis represents one of the more serious challenges fa-
cing society today (for example, see [38]). Given the fail-
ure of many traditional (for example, informational)
approaches to tackling this crisis, researchers are in-
creasingly considering what alternative strategies can be
used to help people to modify their food behaviours
[39]. Relevant in this regard, Toet and colleagues [40] have
recently been trialling digital cutlery and plateware. So, for
example, they have developed a sensor-rich spoon that
can vibrate if it (the ‘intelligent spoon’ that is) detects that
the person using it is eating too rapidly. The idea here is
that the technology might once again provide a subtle
nudge [41] to encourage the overweight, or health-
conscious, diner to eat more slowly (and hence, ultimately,
hopefully to eat less). The EsTheremine talking fork (or,
better said, fork-like instrument), developed recently by
Japanese researchers [42] could also be used to deliver
health-related messaging to diners. A similar concept is
brought by HAPILabs. They have developed the HAPIfork
(and spoon) [43,44], which is an eating tool that measures
how long you eat for, how long between each mouthful,
and how many of them you take. It uses the data to give
you feedback on your eating habits which can be viewed
online via a web interface (similar to sports-tracking-style
websites). There are also a number of mobile Apps, that
allow one to track one’s eating behaviour on the go (with a
21-day training plan included) to get you on the right
path. In addition, this device also vibrates to remind you
to slow down, if necessary. So, why think about a personal
trainer when your own cutlery can itself potentially helpyou to eat more healthily? In a project funded by Philips
Research, Toet et al. also investigated the feasibility of hav-
ing people eat from plates that have digital scales embed-
ded in them, in order to calculate the total amount of food
that a person has eaten.
Such health and wellbeing related use of technology
seems more likely to make its first appearance in the home
environment. Who, after all, goes out to eat if they are try-
ing to watch their weight? While such research on the use
of digital technology to improve our eating behaviours is
still in its infancy, it nevertheless represents a promising,
not to mention important, area for future research.
In recent years, Philips Research has also been working
on developing a concept that goes by the name of the
Diagnostic Kitchen. The idea is to allow users to take an
accurate and personally relevant look at what they happen
to be eating [45]. Rather than relying on general informa-
tion, such as the ‘recommended daily intake‘, the idea is
that the technology could scan food in order to analyze
how well it matches the user’s current needs. By using ‘the
Nutrition monitor’, consisting of a scanning ‘wand’ and
swallowable sensor, one would be theoretically able, for
example, to determine exactly how much to eat in order
to match one’s digestive health and nutritional require-
ments. All of this could obviously be of great benefit for
those trying to maintain a healthy diet. In a related vein,
Hoonhout et al. [46] have been investigating a number
of possibilities (and challenges) associated with the
digitization of menu/recipe recommendations, and how
digital technology could potentially be used to support our
healthy food choices (for example, by providing us with
the relevant nutritional information at the most appropri-
ate time). Meanwhile, Noronha and colleagues [47] have
developed a crowd-sourcing nutritional analysis system
designed to help people change their eating habits.
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from research reported by Narumi et al. [48]. These scien-
tists have developed an AR system (based on the food tag-
ging system mentioned earlier) capable of modifying the
visually-perceived size of a hand-held food item, not to men-
tion the hand holding that food. The health-related notion
here was that people might eat less if it appears as if they
are consuming a larger piece of food, than a normal, or
miniature-sized food item (see [49] for a review of the litera-
ture on size perception and food consumption). The results
of preliminary research using this system have been encour-
aging. In particular, Narumi et al. were able to demonstrate
(in one experiment) that people consumed less when the
food that they had been given to eat (a large biscuit in this
case) was made to look bigger than it actually was.
Technology can also be used to help us enjoy eating
more healthily even if we do not find vegetables particu-
larly tasty. Recent research has demonstrated that it is
possible to stimulate the taste buds using technology (ra-
ther than specific tastants) [50]. They have built a system
that delivers and controls the sensation of taste digitally
on the human tongue through electrical and thermal
stimulation. Basically, the system is capable of giving
users the impression that they can perceive certain tastes
where there may be none, or else to complement (or
mask) certain tastes where there are others.
Of course, in all of the cases just mentioned, the proof
will be in the pudding in terms of whether these tech-
nologies ultimately prove any more successful than pre-
vious attempts to make a significant impact on the
impending obesity crisis.
Technology and distraction
Given the increasing appearance of technology at the tables
of a number of the world’s cutting-edge restaurants (see
the above examples), and thereafter at the home dining
table, one perhaps needs to take a step back and consider
whether it is necessarily always a good thing (to bring tech-
nology to the dining table). While the use of technology in
this domain certainly holds the potential to enhance the
diner/drinker’s experience, or to allow a restaurant to dif-
ferentiate itself from the opposition in the challenging
world of fine dining, it is important to remember that it
can also provide an unwanted form of distraction. Indeed,
linking back to the question of healthy eating, one worry-
ing finding is that people’s food consumption has been
shown to increase by as much as 15% when they are dis-
tracted by the radio/TV while eating [51,52]. The relevant
percentages when it comes to the change in consumption
associated with a person being distracted by their mobile
device at the dinner table is currently unknown.
‘The mist at the Rainforest Café appeals serially to all
five senses. It is first apparent as a sound: Sss-sss-zzz.Then you see the mist rising from the rocks and feel it
soft and cool against your skin. Finally, you smell its
tropical essence, and you taste (or imagine that you
do) its freshness. What you can’t be is unaffected by
the mist.’ ([53], p. 104)
A number of writers (and one suspects many diners)
have already commented on the dangers associated with
the introduction of technology to the dining table (or
dining room): the principle concern here seems to be
that the technology (and the multisensory dining experi-
ences that that technology can sometimes facilitate; see,
for example, the above quote from [53]) can end up be-
coming more important than the food/drink itself
[54-56].g Indeed, there is always going to be a danger
that the quality of the food/drink offering will start to
suffer whenever the technology takes centre-stage in the
dining (or diner’s) experience. Ideally, of course, as we
have already seen, the technology should help to en-
hance the dining experience.
In fact, thinking more strategically, it could be argued
that such technologies will only stick in the marketplace if
they are capable of providing a demonstrable benefit in
terms of enhancing the diner’s multisensory experience.
Using technology to control the multisensory atmosphere
at the dining table
Another way in which digital technology is increasingly
being put in the hands of the diner is illustrated by
those restaurants where the diner can actually change
the atmosphere (normally the colour of the lighting) in
their dining space (see, for example, Pod restaurant in
Philadelphia [57]). Interestingly, Philips Research has been
working on similar technologies for use in the home envir-
onment. The idea here is to enable the home-owner (and
hence, potentially, also the home owner’s dinner guests) to
control the multisensory atmosphere by choosing from a
range of pre-selected combinations of ambient lighting,
music, not to mention scent, all designed to convey a par-
ticular multisensory mood or ambiance [58].
Given such technology, one could, for example, think of
adding real value to the experience by marrying the oppor-
tunity to control the multisensory atmospherics with
research findings showing how the experience might po-
tentially be enhanced. Take, for example, the finding that
wine (but presumably also other food and beverage prod-
ucts) tastes sweeter when consumed under red ambient
lighting, than under blue, green, or white lighting [59].h
Suddenly, the technology conveys a meaningful benefit
(over and above any entertainment value that it may have).
Here, one could think of using the technology to season
the food/drink (for example, potentially making it taste
sweeter) without necessarily having to reach for the sugar
(and all the associated calories).
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all level of the ambient lighting impacts on how much
people enjoy their coffee. People who like strong coffee
tend to drink more of it under brighter ambient illumin-
ation conditions, whereas those who like their coffee
weaker drink more under more subdued lighting. Lower-
ing the ambient lighting level might also be used to help
mask the colours (and hence taste) of any food that hap-
pens to be, for whatever reason, visually less-appealing
[61]. In summary, the range of scientific insights that are
now available concerning the effects of the multisensory
atmosphere on the pleasantness and enjoyment of food
could be used in the service of digital technology, poten-
tially giving it a purpose in terms of enhancing the
diner’s experience, rather than just serving to offer the
diner an entertaining distraction.
That said, the most pronounced enhancement of the
customer’s gustatory experiences is likely to occur when
they are put in charge not only of the ambient lighting
(both its absolute level and hue), but also the music/sounds
that they happen to be hearing [21,62-64]. It is to the audi-
tory attributes of the environment that we turn next.
On the neuroscience of matching sound to food
(and how technology might help)
It is not just the visual atmosphere that can be changed in
order to enhance the taste/flavour of that which is being
consumed. A large body of empirical research now shows
the profound effect that what we listen to has on every-
thing from the food and drink choices we make [65,66]
through to the experience of the very taste of the food and
drink itself [67,68] (see [21,69] for reviews). In the future,
it is to be anticipated that we will increasingly see technol-
ogy being used to allow for the personalized delivery of
music and/or soundscapes to individual tables (where, for
example, a group of friends may be sharing a bottle of
wine, say), or even to an individual diner or drinker. In
fact, the last few years have seen something of an explo-
sion of research interest in the matching of music/
soundscapes to specific tastes, flavours, and food textures
[67,70-73].
Exciting ideas and opportunities are now also starting
to emerge here around the intelligent pairing of music
designed to support/complement specific brand experi-
ences (for example, see Le Nez de Courvoisier App
downloaded from [74], for one such recent example; see
also [21,73,75], for a similar approach of matching the
music applied to the taste of Starbucks Via coffee).
On the future of technology at the dining table - digital
artefacts
If such insights regarding the cross-modal matching of
music/sound to food and drink were to be delivered by
means of musical plateware - that is, cups and platesthat made music whenever they were picked up, or ro-
tated, or which change the sound they make as the level
in your glass slowly goes down (see, for example, the
musical coffee cup [76,77]; see also [78]), who knows
what entertaining, and possibly enhanced, eating and
drinking experiences might be had. Other ideas here in-
volving the use of digital artefacts,i include the use of re-
sponsive placemats or beermats that potentially could be
used to enable a consumer to select the music they like,
and which would hopefully enhance their experience,
using an interface that is as naturalistic as possible [79].
Hyperdirectional loudspeakers, capable of directing
sound at an individual diner/drinker, may also provide
for some intriguing opportunities for the targeted deliv-
ery of experiential soundscapes for drinkers/diners.j
The SmartPlate
Working at a more conceptual level, Julian Caraulani, a
Romanian designer, and finalist in the 2012 Electrolux De-
sign Lab competition, has recently developed a concept
going by the name of the SmartPlate [80]. This is an intel-
ligent piece of plateware that, in theory at least, ‘under-
stands’ food and transforms it into sound. According to
the online description [81], this digital artefact would be
capable of completing the circle of senses by which we
understand what we eat. The idea is that the plate would
connect wirelessly to the user’s mobile device. Ideally, it
will measure the ingredients, identifying them and then
precisely attaching musical notes, harmonies and rhythm
to each of them. The user will then be able to listen ac-
tively, to compose, and to interact with recipes of sound,
sharing the experience in the most intimate way: that is,
by means of music. While this design idea is undoubtedly
intriguing (and successfully captures the current buzz
around the synaesthetic matching of sensations) [82], the
practicalities associated with matching tastes/flavours to
sound might actually prove somewhat harder to develop
than the description cited above might lead one to believe.
Time for a ‘Gin & Sonic’?
Meanwhile, one of the challenges we are currently work-
ing on here at the Crossmodal Research Laboratory in
Oxford, and which is a little closer to realization than
the SmartPlate, goes by the name of the ‘Gin & Sonic’.
Denis Martin, a 2 Michelin-starred chef who runs the
restaurant Denis Martin in Vevey, Switzerland [83], uses
a balloon and a liquid nitrogen bath to create a gin and
tonic the likes of which has never been seen (Figure 5).
Gin and tonic is poured into a balloon which is then in-
flated and tied up. The balloon is then carefully sub-
merged in the bath of liquid nitrogen and turned rapidly
until it freezes. Once the skin of the balloon has been
peeled off, what one is left with is a perfect hollow white
sphere of deep-frozen gin and tonic. While the dish itself
Figure 5 Denis Martin’s innovative modernist take on the ‘Gin &
Tonic’. Technology can help to bring the sound of carbonation back
in a dish that one might then be tempted to call the ‘Gin & Sonic’.
Figure 6 Eating direct from a tablet computer is one of the
plateware possibilities of the future that is definitely
worth considering.
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the one thing that is missing from this multisensory ex-
perience is the schh. . ..of the tonic gently fizzing in the
glass (frozen tonic makes no noise). We are currently
collaborating with Condiment Junkie, a London-based
sound design/sonic branding agency [84], to embed an
actuator (a device that can transform any rigid surface
into a loudspeaker) into the plateware in order to bring
back the sounds of carbonation, this time through the
plateware (see [85], on the importance of sound to the
perception of carbonation).
As the above examples have hopefully made clear, digital
technology is increasingly being used to help bring sound
and food/drink together in a variety of new and creative
ways, often embedded in digital artefacts.k What is par-
ticularly exciting, in terms of the future of such cross-
sensory matching is that experimental dining spaces, such
as the workshop of Paco Roncero in Madrid, are now in-
creasingly being fitted out with the technology needed to
deliver specific visual, auditory, and increasingly multisen-
sory experiences to diners [86,87]. Thus, the technology
needed to match the music (or soundscape) to the food
exists at a variety of scales. That said, we shouldn’t forget
what happens at the opposite end of the spectrum. After
all, many diners nowadays complain that they cannot hear
themselves think in noisy restaurants that seem to have
become noisier than ever [88,89]. Here, for example, sci-
entists are increasingly thinking about how to harness the
latest in technology in order to reduce the din that many
of us complain about in restaurants [90].
‘The telematic dinner party’
One problem facing a growing number of us is that we
increasingly find ourselves working in a different city (oreven country) than our family. As a result, such individ-
uals often miss out on shared family time, time that is
typically centred on the dinner table. Barden et al. [4]
and Comber and Barden [5] report on the use of tech-
nology to allow those who find themselves far apart to
share meaningful virtual mealtime/dining experiences.
While further research is most certainly needed on this
futuristic topic - what has been described as ‘the
telematic dinner party’ (before any workable solution
emerges), the findings that have been obtained to date,
are nevertheless already still intriguing.
The tablet as 21st century plateware?
Another of our current favourite ideas around the theme
of bringing digital technology to the dining table relates to
the possible use of tablet computers as intelligent 21st
century plateware (Figure 6). Just think for a moment
about how the eating experience could be changed/en-
hanced if people were to stop being so distracted by their
tablets (and other handheld mobile devices) while eating
[51] (see [52] on the dangers of distracted dining). Just im-
agine what possibilities might open up if one were to start
serving food from a tablet?l One idea that immediately
springs to mind here is that it would be possible to change
the screen colour (and hence the plate colour) in order to
bring out the sweetness in a dish, say. This suggestion is
based on recent findings showing that a strawberry dessert
is rated as tasting more than 10% sweeter, and 15% more
flavourful, when eaten from a white plate as compared to
when exactly the same food is eaten from a black plate in-
stead [91,92]. If matters were that simple though, there
would probably be no need for digital plateware at all (just
make sure you have a set of white plates). However, it
turns out that the optimal plate colour (in term of enhan-
cing the taste/flavour) likely depends on the particular
food that is being eaten [93,94]. A tablet computer screen
would therefore be ideal in terms of being able to generate
exactly the right colour background to bring out the taste
of the particular dish being consumed from its surface.
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music (or soundscape; see above) depending on what
exactly the diner chooses to eat off of the plate at a given
time. And, if dining off a tablet should strike you as bi-
zarre, one need only mention the chicken liver parfait
currently being served from a brick in one of London’s
hottest new restaurants (John Salt) for comparison [95];
to see how the envelope is currently being pushed in
terms of plateware design [12]!
Talking of which, Philips Design has also been explor-
ing a new range of plateware concepts in its latest design
probes.m They have been exploring how the integration
of light, conductive printing, selective fragrance diffu-
sion, micro-vibration and the integration of other sen-
sory stimuli might affect the eating experience [45]. So,
for example, in the design probe that goes by the name
of ‘Multisensorial Gastronomy’, researchers have been
exploring how the eating experience can be enhanced or
altered by stimulating the senses using the integration of
electronics, light, and other stimuli (Figure 7). Developed
in collaboration with Michelin-starred chef Juan Maria
Arzak [96], the four design concepts of interactive table-
ware - Lunar Eclipse (bowl), Fama (long plate) and
Bocado de Luz (serving plate) and the Eye of the Be-
holder (platter) - react to food placed on the plates or to
liquid poured into the bowl.
However, before we close this section, it is important
to note that one other important use of digital technol-
ogy at the dining table, especially at the table of the mo-
lecular gastronomy restaurant, will be to help maintain
the element of surprise [97] that constitutes such a sig-
nature feature of the food served in such venues [98,99].
On the future of technology at the table
As food and technology increasingly come together at
the dining table, two other changes will likely also occur:Figure 7 Multisensorial Gastronomy: Philips Design and Arzak
present a new generation of multi-sensorial tableware.
(Copyright Philips).1. Restaurant or science laboratory?
We already see signs that the increasing appearance
of technology at the front of house may, in some
cases at least, start to blur the boundaries between
the restaurant dining table and the science laboratory
(Figure 8). Indeed, some of the world’s top culinary
institutes already boast of having dining spaces wired
up where those who are eating/drinking can more or
less unobtrusively be observed by means of cameras,
directional microphones, hidden weights to measure
the amount of food that has been served and then
consumed, and even ‘face readers’ to detect/
discriminate their diners’facial expressions (for
example, see the Restaurant of the Future, in
Wageningen, Holland, [100]; or, the experimental
restaurant at the Institut Paul Bocuse, in Lyon,
France [101]). Elsewhere, it is now becoming harder
to distinguish, some high-end dining spaces from the
cutting-edge (albeit exceedingly well-funded) science
lab focused on the study of food perception under
more or less ecologically-valid testing conditionsFigure 8 Restaurant or experimental laboratory? The introduction
of technology is starting to blur this boundary in some cases.
(The workshop of Paco Roncero, Madrid, Spain. Picture reprinted
from Jakubik, 2012).
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boundaries between restaurant and laboratory as the
natural extension of the increasingly scientific
research laboratories that have, over the last few
years, started to spring up in support of some of the
world’s top restaurants [102], and René Redzepi’s
Noma Lab in Copenhagen [103].
‘At Grant Achatz’s one-of-a-kind restaurant, the chefs
are scientists and the kitchen is a laboratory’ (taken
from an online descriptions of Grant Achatz’s Alinea
restaurant in Chicago [104]).
2. Culinary art and food art
We also believe that artists/conceptual chefs will, in
the coming years, increasingly start to make creative
use of the emerging digital technologies when
working with food, no matter whether the food is to
be eaten or merely viewed [105]. In fact, it will not
be any surprise to see more of the intriguing ideas
that were first championed by the Italian Futurists
[106] appearing on dining tables sometime soon
[107]. Indeed, a number of them already have: take,
for example, the idea of spraying some or other
fragrance over the diner’s plate. This idea, first
suggested by F. T. Marinetti,n was recently executed
in the oyster dish at The Fat Duck restaurant where
the waiter sprays lavender over the dish once it has
been placed in front of the diner [2]. In fact, scent-
delivery technology is now starting to appear in the
experimental workshops, or should that be
restaurants, of a number of innovative chefs [45,86].
Conclusions
In conclusion, it seems clear that technology will increas-
ingly come to change the way in which many of us interact
with food and drink in the years to come. Our prediction is
that this will start at the tables of the cutting edge (includ-
ing, but not restricted to molecular gastronomy, or mod-
ernist) restaurants, but that a number of the most
successful technologies trialled there will, sooner or later,
likely make their way onto the home dining table. It is,
however, important to bear in mind here that there are at
least two distinct routes by which technology will make its
way to the dinner table: either it may be supplied by the
restaurant or else it may be brought to the table (either in
the restaurant or home dining setting) by the diners them-
selves. Indeed, given the explosion of handheld mobile
technologies in recent years [108], it would seem probable
that the latter will be the primary route for the mixing of
the two. Here it should also be noticed how technology
companies such as Philips Research, Electrolux and
Microsoft Research are all thinking about the ways in
which technology may be introduced to the kitchens of the
future [45,80]. This, then, might provide an additional route
by which technology eventually appears at the dining table.In conclusion, in this article, we have reviewed a number
of the various ways in which digital technology may
change the experience of food and drink. To recap, tech-
nology may be used to facilitate our interaction with
(knowledge about) that which we are eating and drinking,
by enhancing the entertainment value, by providing
targeted multisensory interventions to diners, by providing
nudges to those who may wish to eat more healthily. On
the flip side, the biggest danger that we see currently is
that the technology becomes nothing more than a distrac-
tion for the diner (and possibly results in an unwanted,
and likely unnoticed, increase in food intake). However, in
the best case scenario, we believe the potential benefits of
bringing technology to the dining table hold the potential
to transform many of our dining experiences in a manner
similar to the way that the introduction of new technol-
ogy/techniques at the back of house helped to usher in the
era of molecular gastronomy, especially if the technology
is linked with the relevant behavioural science the benefits
are likely to outweigh the costs.Consent
Written informed consent was obtained from the person
for publication of this report and any accompanying
images.Endnotes
aBearing in mind the dramatic growth in mobile tech-
nologies, twinned with the profound development of
computational power increasingly found in such devices
[108], it is likely that the most prevalent, not to mention
sophisticated technology at the table will soon mostly be
embedded in such handheld devices.
bAccording to their website: ‘At the core of Inamo is our
interactive ordering system. . . .. You’ll set the mood, dis-
cover the local neighbourhood, and even order a taxi
home.’
cSpence et al. [19] conducted research in Oxford that
demonstrated that people rate seafood as tasting signifi-
cantly better when listening to a soundtrack like the
sound of the sea, than when listening to another (incon-
gruent) soundtrack.
dNote also that molecular mixologists are increasingly
following ever closer on the heels of the molecular gas-
tronomists [109-111].
eMany of these applications have also garnered more
than their fair share of media coverage [112,113].
fZampini and Spence [28] conducted research demon-
strating that people’s perception of the crunchiness/
freshness of potato chips could be increased by as much
as 15% simply by modifying the self-generated sounds
that people hear when biting into food. This research
was awarded the 2008 IG Nobel Prize for Nutrition!
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been voiced when it comes to The Tonga Room &
Hurricane Bar which opened at the Fairmont Hotel, in
San Francisco back in 1945 [114,115].
hNote that this effect was observed despite the fact that
the wine itself was served from black tasting glasses to
ensure that the colour of the drink did not change when
the ambient lighting was manipulated. The effect of
changing the ambient illumination might be expected to
have an even bigger effect on people’s taste/flavour per-
ception should the apparent colour of the food/drink
also change.
iNote that digital technology (especially computers) will
increasingly appear in digital artifacts, such as the
Mediacup where the computer becomes increasingly in-
visible to the diner, who will increasingly find him-/her-
self interacting with the technology implicitly [78].
jNote here that headphones, while obviously allowing for
the targeted delivery of sound, provide a less than opti-
mal means of delivering sound in social situations.
kElsewhere, an Italian company has recently developed a
line of musical beer bottles [116].
lAcknowledging, of course, the difficulty of keeping such
technology clean.
m‘The FOOD design probe: A far-flung design concept;
A provocative and unconventional look at areas that
could have a profound effect on the way we eat and
source our food 15–20 years from now.’ (taken from
The Philips design website [45]).
nIn the cucina futuristica: ‘Meals were to be eaten to the
accompaniment of perfumes. . .to be sprayed over the
diners, who, fork in the right hand, would stroke mean-
while with the left some suitable substance - velvet, silk,
or emery paper.’ (for example, see [117], p. 61). Such
ideas (well, at least the idea of spraying a fragrance over
a dish in front of the diner) can nowadays be seen
echoed in a number of contemporary molecular gastron-
omy dishes.
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